
1.. Answer any Jour of the following questions : 4 x 5 = 20
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HISTORY - Honours

Paper- VIII
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Duration: 4 Hours Full Marks: 100
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

The ftqures in the margin indicate Jull marks.
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(NewsyUabus)

Answer Question No. 1 and any Jour of the rest.
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Group - A

a) Write a short note on Confucianism.

b) Write briefly on the central administrative system of the Ching rulers in

China.
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c) Write a short note on the 'White Lotus Society'.

d) Why did the 'Hundred Days Reform Movement' fail ?

e) What was the chief feature of the Boxer Movement?

f) Determine the status of the Dairnyos of pre-restoration Japan.

g) Write a note on the Treaty of Simonoseki.

h). What was the significance of the Anglo-Japanese alliance of 1902.

Group-B
~'it-~

Answer any Jour of the following questions :
4 x 20 = 80

2. Discuss the role of gentry in pre-modern China.

3. Discuss the characteristics of the Canton Trade System. How did the system

collapse? 8 + 12

" .,.



the role of Sun Yatsen ? 10 + 10
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4. Critically analyse the socio-economic causes responsible for the origin of the

Taiping rebellion. Do you think internal contradictions were responsible for the

ultimate failure of the rebellion?

~~ RU'tIC~ ~ ~~ )j1~1~~~'1~M )j~ICC'jlbOjI~G1~~IC~~~ ~ I ~9fR ~ ~

~ IblI5J~~'1 ~ l!l~ Rcalc~~ ~ ~~ iSMJ.mft ?

5. Discuss the nature and limitations of the 'self-strengthening movement'.

6. Discuss the Ideological origins of the Republican Revolution of 1911. What was

1911-l!l~ 'l1'1~ f<f~ ~'if\5 9fG'(~~1 IblfCG1lbOjI~ I l!l~ f<fm<!" ~ ~~~

~f<j5 ~?

7. What were major factors that weakened the base of Tokugawa power before the

arrival of Commodore Perry? What were the immediate causes of the downfall

of the Tokugawa Shogunate ? 10+10

f<j5f<j5~<rfrl <WrC'1~C~fiS~ C~ ~~ ~ ~'ift\!3m )jltjIC\SiJ~1bl~,*C?J~~ ~ ?

~'ift\!3m cxtl~~ ~ \5l~~ ~'1~M <m~ ~ I

8. Examine the nature of Meiji Restoration. Was it a real restoration?
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Discuss the salient features of Japan's constitution of 1889. How would you

12 + 8
define its character?

1889 ~ \gff~ ~~~~ ~~'>IJ ~~~ '5l1CG111)rT1~ I ~~~~ ~ \5l19fR

~~~'1~ ?

Discuss the reasons and reactions of Japanese takeover of Manchuria in

1931-1932.

( Old syllabus )

Answer Question No. 1and any Jour of the rest.

~~~~~~~\5I<U c<!-~-~~~ I

Group - A

~~-<lS

Answer any Jour of the following questions:
4 x 5 = 20

a) Why was Reparation considered as a problem ?

b) How did Mussolini come to power in Italy?

.,.
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c) What was the implication of Spanish Civil War in international politics?

d) Analyse the developments leading to the Japanese attack on Pearl

Harbour.

e) What was India's role in the Korean War ?

f) Write a short note on Suez Crisis.

g) Write a short note on the Prague Spring of Czechoslovakia in 1968.

h) Analyse the impact of 'Glasnost' and 'Perestroika' on Eastern -Europe.

Group-B
~~-~

Answer any jour of the following questions:

c<J-~~~~~g

4 x 20 = 80

2. Do you think that the Treaty of Versailles ( 1919 ) was a 'dictated peace' ?

\5Il~ ~ ~ ~ 1919 ~ ~ ~ '\5Il@ff9j\5 xtOO-' ~ ?
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How do historians explain the roots of, appeasement ? Was the policy of

8 + 12
appeasement justified?

What is meant by the term 'Cold War' ? Was it essentially a clash between two

6 + 14
contending ideologies?

Analyse different political and ideological trends in the emer'gence of the 'Third

World'.

How did the French Colonial empire collapse in Indo-China? Examine the

significance of the 1954 settlement in this context. 10 + 10

~_~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ C\5t(!; 9f~ ? I!l?t ~ 1954 ~ ~

'5I~~~'t~ I

How did the Palestine,problem influence Arab nationalism?

How did the German reunification take place after the fall of the Berlin Wall ?
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9. Trace the development of Sino-American rapprochement from the second half of

the 1960's.

10. Discuss the process of unipolarlsation in World Politics after the end of the Cold -

War.


